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The Honourable François-Philippe Champagne,
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Email: FrancoisPhilippe.Champagne@parl.gc.ca

The Honourable Karina Gould, MP
Minister of International Development
House of Commons
Ottawa, Ontario K1A 0A6
House of Commons
Email: Karina.Gould@parl.gc.ca

The Honourable Mary Ng, MP
Minister of Small Business, Export Promotion
and International Trade
House of Commons
Ottawa, Ontario K1A 0A6
Email: Mary.Ng@parl.gc.ca
Dear Ministers of Foreign Affairs, Small Business, Export Promotion and International Trade and International Development and the Attorney General
Re: Suspend all transfer and sale of arms to Saudi Arabia
Lawyers’ Rights Watch Canada (LWRC)1 asks Canada to ban the sale of arms to the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia (Saudi Arabia) and cancel the fulfillment of the $15 billion contract for delivery of Light Armed
Vehicles (LAVs) to Saudi Arabia. The contract involves the export of 928 LAVs to Saudi Arabia2, 127 of
which were reportedly shipped to Saudi Arabia in 2018. During the first half of 2019, we understand that
Canada delivered additional LAVs and parts worth approximately $1.2 billion.3
The immediate suspension the sale and transfer of this contract and of all arms to Saudi Arabia is necessitated by several factors, including:
1.
Saudi Arabia’s persistent violation of its international law obligations to respect and ensure respect for human rights within Saudi Arabia;
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2.
3.
4.

Reports of war crimes, crimes against humanity and grave human rights abuses against civilians
in Yemen by Saudi Arabia and its coalition partners;
Canada’s obligations as a State Party to the United Nations Arms Trade Treaty (ATT);
Canada’s obligations to respect and to promote respect globally for international human rights
and international humanitarian law arising from international instruments including but not limited to the Geneva Conventions of 1949 and their Additional Protocols, the Rome Statute of the
International Criminal Court, the Charter of the United Nations and the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights.

The UN High Commissioner of Human Rights in her September 2019 report on Yemen, states that “[t]he
conflict has turned Yemen into the world's worst humanitarian crisis, with the population trapped in a relentless armed conflict and other forms of violence, which entail serious human rights violations and
abuses and violations of international humanitarian law.”4
The August 2019 report of the Group of Experts concludes there are reasonable grounds to believe that
Saudi Arabia is responsible for human rights violations that include: murder, torture, starvation, rape, denial of fair trials, enlistment of children under 15 and airstrikes violating principles of distinction, proportionality and precautions.5 The Group of Eminent Experts recommends that other states, “[t]ake all reasonable measures to ensure respect for international humanitarian law by all parties to the conflict, taking
into account their level of influence; in particular, refrain from providing arms that could be used in the
conflict.” (emphasis added).
In September 2019 the Group of Eminent Experts on Yemen noted the “lack of international action to
hold parties to the conflict accountable”6. Amnesty International has since reported many instances of
violations of international humanitarian law by the Saudi led Coalition in Yemen, involving weapons
from third countries7.
In 2016, video evidence showed Canadian LAVs involved in the suppression of protests in the Eastern
Province of Saudi Arabia. Amnesty reported that images posted on social media depicted the movement
of Canadian-made LAVs to the Yemeni border.8 While the memo released by Global Affairs Canada
claims that these are vehicles which may have been transported to Saudi Arabia from contracts in the
1990s9, this does not address either the allegations that they are currently used to commit serious violations of international human rights and/or humanitarian law or the inescapable risk that they will be so
used in the future. Ignoring credible evidence that the LAVs have been used to commit serious violations
of human rights and humanitarian law, the report does not address the fact that the LAVS have no lawful
or peaceful purpose.
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Canada is now a State Party to the ATT which prohibits the transfer of arms such as LAVs when the arms
would (ATT Article 6 (3)), or could (ATT Article 7 (1) (b) (i) (ii)), be used to commit or facilitate a serious violation of international human rights or humanitarian law. Such violations have taken place consistently throughout the armed conflict in Yemen.
In March 2018 Prime Minister Trudeau stated that the sale of LAVs to Saudi Arabia was consistent with
Canada’s foreign and defence export requirements which include considerations of human rights.10 Pressure to cancel the contract increased following the murder of Jamal Khashoggi. In October 2018 the
Prime Minister indicated that Canada might freeze completion of the contract, stating, “We have frozen
export permits before when we had concerns about their potential misuse, and we won’t hesitate to do so
again.”11 This was and remains the correct course of action, particularly due to evidence from Yemen,
where there have been multiple reports of violations of international law by the Saudi led Coalition12.
Some of these violations include the 2018 attack on a bus full of children resulting in the death and injury
of over 100 civilians, primarily children13. There have been multiple attacks on fisherman, killing over 50
fishermen since 2018.14. There was an attack by the Saudi led Coalition on a place of detention, where
over 170 detainees, both civilians and those hors de combat (those who have laid down arms), were killed
or injured15. All of these attacks must be classified as grave breaches of international humanitarian law16.
However, whether or not there is conclusive evidence that the Canadian made LAVs have been or will be
involved in operations in Yemen, should not be the deciding factor, but rather the potential for these
weapons to be used for such purposes. This is consistent with the judgment from the UK, which deemed
the refusal of the UK to consider Saudi Arabia’s international humanitarian law violations prior to the sale
of weapons, as unlawful.17
The memorandum released by Global Affairs assessing the export permits to Saudi Arabia, is glaringly
insufficient in its analysis. It focuses on its participation of initiatives such as its involvement in the Human Rights Council in a core group pushing for accountability for the human rights situation in Yemen.
This justification for proceeding with the weapons contracts is irrelevant to the issue of Canada’s duty not
to transfer arms where there is a risk that the arms will be used to commit serious violations against civilians. Further, in a context where access to information on the ground is a significant challenge, the memo10
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randum rests on the fact that there are no confirmed reports of Canadian military equipment being deployed by Saudi Arabia in the territory of Yemen. A lack of irrefutable evidence cannot support concluding there is no evidence particularly in the situation where information is difficult to acquire and confirm.
The conclusion that there is indeed no Canadian military equipment being deployed by Saudi Arabia in
Yemen is neither credible nor supported by evidence. In addition, inclusion in the memo of an analysis
on the negative impact on Canadian economic interests of a cancellation or suspension, does not relate to
whether the continuation of the arms contract would result in serious violations of international human
rights or humanitarian law. Further, while the memo cites the position of states continuing to transfer
arms to Saudi Arabia, it fails to include the positions of states such as Denmark, Finland, Norway and
Switzerland that have suspended or terminated their weapons transfers to Saudi Arabia18. Germany has
also placed a moratorium on the sale of arms to Saudi Arabia19. The conclusion therefore that there are no
existing or pending permits or applications is contrary to the known facts.
While the contract was made by a previous administration, it is the legal obligation of the present government authorities to cancel the contract based on the information currently available. Current information indicates a consistent pattern of grave violations of international humanitarian and human rights
law by Saudi Arabia, and the likelihood that Canadian-made LAVs are, have been or will be used in the
commission of past, ongoing or future violations. Continuing with the contract in light of this information
would result in Canada being in violation of its legal obligations under the ATT. It would also be in violation of common Article 1 of the Geneva Conventions of 1949, obligating parties to both respect and ensure respect for international humanitarian law20. Suspending this contract will ensure Canada is not in
violation of its international legal obligations, and send a positive message about the priorities of the current government and Canada’s commitment to preventing and ensuring accountability for serious breaches of international law.
LRWC urges Canada to immediately ban the sale of arms to the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (Saudi Arabia)
and cancel the fulfillment of the $15 billion contract for delivery of LAVs to Saudi Arabia in compliance
with international law duties. the contract for the sale of LAV’s to Saudi Arabia in light of its obligations
under international law, and to pursue the general respect and promotion of human rights and humanitarian law throughout the globe.
Sincerely,

Gail Davidson, Executive Director, LRWC

Copied to:
The Honourable David Lametti
Minister of Justice, Attorney General of Canada
Email: David.Lametti@parl.gc.ca
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The Honourable Harjit S. Sajjan
Minister of National Defence
Email: Harjit.Sajjan@parl.gc.ca
James Bezan, Member of Parliament
Conservative Party of Canada
National Defence Critic
Email: james.bezan@parl.gc.ca
Erin O’Toole, Members of Parliament
Conservative Party of Canada
Foreign Affairs Critic
Email: Erin.OToole@parl.gc.ca
Garnet Genuis, Member of Parliament
Conservative Party of Canada Foreign Affairs Critic
Email: Garnet.Genuis@parl.gc.ca
Jack Harris, Member of Parliamnent,
NDP Foreign Affairs Critic,
Email: Jack.Harris@parl.gc.ca
Heather McPherson, Member of Parliament
NDP Deputy Critic for Foreign Affairs
Email: Heather.McPherson@parl.gc.ca
Jo-ann Roberts
Interim Green Party Leader
Email: info@greenparty.ca
Special Rapporteur on the negative impact of unilateral coercive measures on the enjoyment of human
rights
Mr. Idriss Jazairy
Email: ucm@ohchr.org
Independent Expert on human rights and international solidarity
Mr. Obiora C. Okafor
Email: iesolidarity@ohchr.org
Independent Expert on the promotion of a democratic and equitable international order
Mr. Alfred de Zayas
Email: ie-internationalorder@ohchr.org
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